
CEN 511The Times of Your LivesTime is an important quantity to measure, even if quantum physicists and philosophers don'tknow what it is. If you think it's as simple as knowing when to set your watch back to standardtime, then you have some learning to do.Times based on the Sun include :Local Solar time This is what God gave us. The Sun transits (crosses the meridian) at noon,local time. This works just �ne for farmers, but there are two di�culties for civilizedman with quartz timepieces. The length of the Solar day (noon to noon) varies duringthe year due to the eccentricity of the terrestrial orbit. In addition, when your sundialreads noon, your neighbor's doesn't (unless it lies directly north or south of yours). Localtime is a local phenomenon.Civil Time This is what the railroads standardized in the 19th century, to overcome theproblems associated with local time (Whose local time do you set your watch to?).Since the day is 24 hours long, the angular velocity of the Sun is 15o per hour. Civiltime consists of 24 time zones, each 15o wide, centered on lines of longitude which aremultiples of 15o (there are local variations). The Eastern time zone is centered on 75owest longitude. Noon EST occurs when the �ctitious mean Sun crosses the 75th degreeof longitude. The �ctitious mean Sun di�ers from the true Sun in that it has a constantangular velocity across the sky. The di�erence (in time) between the true Sun and the�ctitious mean Sun, the Equation of Time, reaches nearly �15 minutes. The analemmaon older globes demonstrates the Equation of Time.Standard time and daylight time are all parts of Civil time.Universal Time is the zero-point of civil time. UT is the civil time at 0o longitude (thestandard meridian), which passes through Greenwich, England. UT is also known asGreenwich mean time (GMT), and is military time Zulu (Z). UT is based on the �ctitiousmean Sun.UT=12h + the Greenwhich hour angle (GHA) of the �ctitious mean Sun.UT1 is UT corrected for the motion of the geographic poles (the Chandler wobble andsimilar phenomena).UT2 is UT1 with an extrapolated correction for the spindown of the Earth.UTC (Coordinated Universal time) is basically UT1, rounded o�. Leap seconds areadded to keep UTC within 0.9 sec of UT1. UTC is broadcast by WWV radio. You cansee this time on the seismograph in the ESS lobby.Atomic Time TAI is kept by atomic clocks. It is very accurate, and is not a�ected by thevagaries of solar system dynamics. 0:00:00 TAI = 0:00:00 UT2 1/1/1958.



Ephemeris Time ET, like UT, is based on the mean �ctitious Sun, but one with the angularvelocity of the Sun on 1900 0.5 January. The right ascension of the �ctitious mean Sunis given by the expressionRA�=18h 38m 45s.836 + 8,640,184s.542 TE+0s.0929 T2Ewhere TE is the number of Julian centuries (36525 days) since 1900 0.5 January.ET-UT = 24s.349 + 72s.318 TE + 29s.950 T2EEphemeris time was formally abolished in 1984, and was replaced with Terrestrial Dy-namical Time (TDT) and Terrestrial Barycentric Time (TBT).The second is the duration of 9,192,631,770 periods of the radiation corresponding to thetransition between two hyper�ne levels of the ground state of cesium 133. The UT times(based on the terrestrial rotation), with a day of length 86400 seconds (by de�nition), are keptin line with the occasional addition of leap seconds.The Julian Date is the number of ephemeris days elapsed since 12UT on 1 January 4713 BC.JD=2,415,020.0 at 0.5 January 1900. Note that 0h Julian time occurs at 12h UT. You cancompute the Julian date.JD=int(365.25�f) + int[30.6001�(g+1)] + d + A + 1,720,994.5where y is the year, m is the month, d is the day of the month,f=y (m�3) or y-1 (m<3), g=m (m�3) or m+13 (m<3),A=2-int( f100) + int( f400), and int means take the integer of the expression.Finally, Sidereal Time is based on the Earth's sidereal rotation period (rotation withrespect to the stars). The length of the sidereal day is 24 sidereal hours, or 23h 56m4s Solartime. The di�erence is due to the angular motion of the earth around the Sun. In a year thereis one more sidereal day than Solar day. The sidereal time is a measured locally. The localsideral time (LST) is the right ascension of the zenith. The hour angle HA of an object withright ascension RA is given by HA=LST-RA.Right ascension is generally measured in units of time, not degrees of arc. 24 hours of timecorresponds to 360 degrees of arc at the equator. Therefore,1h=15o/cos(�)1m=15'/cos(�), and1s=15"/cos(�)where � is the declination of the target. You can use analogous formulae to convert degrees ofarc to distances on the earth's surface.


